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Our customers: high-energy physics and photon science
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Luminosity distribution across collision energies. 
Source: M. Boronat et al., Phys. Lett. B 804, 135353 (2020).
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> Energy efficiency motivates use of beam-driven plasma acceleration.

# = #wall"DB # #DB"WB

High efficiency, high-average power beam-driver technology exists today.

> High-energy physics and photon science demand high(est) energy at low cost.


> Solution: Plasma accelerators — significantly higher acceleration gradients.


> Simultaneously, particle colliders have strict demands for luminosity: 
(FELs have similar demands for brightness)
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Photon science applications naturally lie on the path to a collider
Ballpark requirements illustrate complexity of the task
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FEL Collider Current

Charge per bunch (nC) 0.01 - 0.1 0.1 - 1 0.01 - 0.1

Energy gain (GeV) 0.1 - 10 1000 0.1 - 10

Energy spread (%) 0.1 0.1 0.1

Wall-plug efficiency (%)  < 0.1 - 10 10 < 0.1

Emittance (µm) 0.1 - 1 0.01 2

Rep. rate (Hz) 101 - 106 104 - 105 10

Avg. beam power (W) 101 - 106 106 10

Continuous run 24/1 - 24/7 24/365 24/1

Parameter stability 0.1% 0.1% 1%

FLASHFORWARD‣‣

- FEL (~10 GeV) - single such stage sufficient 
- Collider (~1 TeV) - a great many of those needed in series 

with stricter beam quality requirements (also for positrons)

+ …
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Energy gain per stage and bunch charge fulfill FEL requirements
Ballpark requirements and state-of-the-art
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FEL Collider Current

Charge per bunch (nC) 0.01 - 0.1 0.1 - 1 0.01 - 0.1

Energy gain (GeV) 0.1 - 10 1000 0.1 - 10

Energy spread (%) 0.1 0.1 0.1

Wall-plug efficiency (%)  < 0.1 - 10 10 < 0.1

Emittance (µm) 0.1 - 1 0.01 2

Rep. rate (Hz) 101 - 106 104 - 105 10

Avg. beam power (W) 101 - 106 106 10

Continuous run 24/1 - 24/7 24/365 24/1

Parameter stability 0.1% 0.1% 1%

1.6 GeV energy gain of 74 pC charge with 4.4 GV/m
Source: M. Litos et al., Nature 515, 92 (2014)
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Controlling energy spread and efficiency is a coupled challenge
Ballpark requirements and state-of-the-art
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FEL Collider Current

Charge per bunch (nC) 0.01 - 0.1 0.1 - 1 0.01 - 0.1

Energy gain (GeV) 0.1 - 10 1000 0.1 - 10

Energy spread (%) 0.1 0.1 0.1

Wall-plug efficiency (%)  < 0.1 - 10 10 < 0.1

Emittance (µm) 0.1 - 1 0.01 2

Rep. rate (Hz) 101 - 106 104 - 105 10

Avg. beam power (W) 101 - 106 106 10

Continuous run 24/1 - 24/7 24/365 24/1

Parameter stability 0.1% 0.1% 1%

tightly coupled}
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Optimal beam loading enables uniform and efficient acceleration
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experimental observation window, we assume a symmetric
beam driver and perform simulations in cylindrical coordi-
nates. The drive-bunch parameters are deduced from refer-
ence shots with the second jet switched off, i.e., 520 pC at
150 MeVand 14-!m width at the second jet. The simulation
window has a size of !r ! z" # !45 ! 440"k!2p , at a reso-
lution of !r # !z # 0.033k!1p , with n0 # 6 ! 1018 cm!3

inferred from interferometry measurements. In each cell of
the mesh, four electron and four ion macroparticles are
initialized.
The simulations [see Figs. 4(b)–4(e)] indeed show a

conelike structure appearing in the ion distribution in the
trail of the wake. While our shadowgraphy diagnostic is
sensitive to diffraction caused by changes in the local
electron density, the ion distribution itself is not visible.
However, the plasma-wave decays after around 400 !m
behind the driver such that the large charge imbalance
vanishes and the plasma becomes quasineutral, leading to
approximately equal electron and ion distributions from
400 to 700 !m. As a result, also the electron distribution
exhibits the cone-shaped structure, which allows us to
observe this ion motion using shadowgraphy.
For better comparison with the experimental data,

we simulate the propagation of the probe through the
electron distribution calculated in the PIC simulation
(see the Appendix for more information). The synthetic

shadowgram, shown in Fig. 4(b), is in excellent agreement
with the experimental data and reproduces the same
diffraction features. The radial velocity of the ion momen-
tum mivsim! " 4 keV=c is also compatible with the mea-
sured miv

exp
! # 4.1$1.6

!1.4 keV=c.
However, our analysis shows that the mechanism caus-

ing the ion motion differs from common ion channel
formation due to Coulomb explosion [56,57]. While a
Coulomb explosion leads to a radial expulsion of ions,
and, hence, an annularly shaped distribution, the ion
density in our simulations also increases close to the
propagation axis. The reason for this is that the ions in a
plasma wave experience radial focusing and defocusing
fields in alternation. The net effect of such oscillating forces
can be calculated using the ponderomotive formalism.
In the nonrelativistic limit, which is justified since v! #
0.0017 c # c, the ponderomotive force exerted by the
plasma wave is [58]

!Fpond;PW # !
e2

4"2
p

!"j !EPWj2; !4"

where !EPW is the local amplitude vector of the wakefield. In
contrast to the well-known ponderomotive force of a laser
pulse, the plasma-wave amplitude remains almost constant
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FIG. 4. Ion-channel formation from a plasma wakefield. Left: (a) Raw shadowgrams showing electron-driven plasma waves
(propagating to the right) and their trailing ion channels for five consecutive shots. The dashed lines in the lower shadowgram
exemplarily show the maxima of the ion distribution (via the electron distribution), the radial velocity of the maxima ṽ and the
momentum of an ion with p̃ # miṽ. Right: Corresponding particle-in-cell simulations and synthetic shadowgram (b). The electron (c)
and ion densities (d) clearly show quasineutrality after several plasma-wave periods. The channel in the synthetic shadowgram is in
excellent agreement with the measured ones. The ion trajectories (e) on a radially scaled ion density from (d) show that ions close to the
symmetry axis are accelerated towards the axis, while ions with r0!2k!1p are accelerated away from it. Arrows along with the color scale
indicate the instantaneous momenta.
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Image source: M. F. Gilljohann et al., Phys. Rev. X 9, 011046 (2019)

> Problem 1: Compared to RF cavities (Q ~ 104–1010), the electric 
fields in a plasma decay very rapidly (Q ~ 1–10).


> The energy needs to be extracted very rapidly 
—ideally within the first oscillation.
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> Problem 1: Compared to RF cavities (Q ~ 104–1010), the electric 
fields in a plasma decay very rapidly (Q ~ 1–10).


> The energy needs to be extracted very rapidly 
—ideally within the first oscillation.


> Solution: Beam loading 
The trailing-bunch wakefield “destructively interferes” 
with the driver wakefield—extracting energy. 

> Problem 2: to extract a large fraction of the energy, the beam will 
cover a large range of phases (~90 degrees or more).


> Large energy spread is induced (with non-monotonic correlation)

Optimal beam loading enables uniform and efficient acceleration

8

Image credit: M. Litos et al., Nature 515, 92 (2014)
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Optimal beam loading enables uniform and efficient acceleration
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Image credit: M. Tzoufras et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 145002 (2008)

> Problem 1: Compared to RF cavities (Q ~ 104–1010), the electric 
fields in a plasma decay very rapidly (Q ~ 1–10).


> The energy needs to be extracted very rapidly 
—ideally within the first oscillation.


> Solution: Beam loading 
The trailing-bunch wakefield “destructively interferes” 
with the driver wakefield—extracting energy. 

> Problem 2: to extract a large fraction of the energy, the beam will 
cover a large range of phases (~90 degrees or more).


> Large energy spread is induced (with non-monotonic correlation)


> Solution: Optimal beam loading 
The current profile of the trailing bunch is precisely tailored 
to exactly flatten the wakefield.


> This requires extremely precise control of the current profile.


> Current accelerators can provide this precision.
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Optimal beam loading enables uniform and efficient acceleration
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Image credit: M. Tzoufras et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 145002 (2008)Per-cent-level field flattening
Image credit: C.A. Lindstrøm et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 126, 014801 (2021) 
Technique: S. Schröder et al., Nature Communications 11, 5984 (2020)
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Optimal beam loading enables uniform and efficient acceleration
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Image credit: C.A. Lindstrøm et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 126, 014801 (2021) 
Technique: S. Schröder et al., Nature Communications 11, 5984 (2020)

Conservation of energy spread (0.2%)  
Full charge coupling (~100% of 100 pC) 

Transfer efficiency 42±4% with 0.2% energy spread,  
up to 70% when allowing energy spread increase
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High beam-to-beam efficiency requires driver energy depletion
Ballpark requirements and state-of-the-art
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FEL Collider Current

Charge per bunch (nC) 0.01 - 0.1 0.1 - 1 0.01 - 0.1

Energy gain (GeV) 0.1 - 10 1000 0.1 - 10

Energy spread (%) 0.1 0.1 0.1

Wall-plug efficiency (%)  < 0.1 - 10 10 < 0.1

Emittance (µm) 0.1 - 1 0.01 2

Rep. rate (Hz) 101 - 106 104 - 105 10

Avg. beam power (W) 101 - 106 106 10

Continuous run 24/1 - 24/7 24/365 24/1

Parameter stability 0.1% 0.1% 1%

Wake-to-beam efficiency demonstrated: 40 - 70% 

Beam-to-beam efficiency demonstrated: 
5% at FLASHForward, 7% at FACET

Sources: M. Litos et al., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 58 034017 (2016), 
C.A. Lindstrøm et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 126, 014801 (2021)

Mean spectrometer image
Imaging energy = 6 MeV
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Drive beam depletion from 1.1 GeV (over 195 mm)Next step to increase beam-to-beam efficiency  
➞ combine with driver depletion

Wall-plug to drive-beam efficiency 
challenge shared with ILC / CLIC …

C.A. Lindstrøm et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 126, 014801 (2021) 
R. Pompili et al., Nature Physics (2021)
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Emittance preservation is on top of the community’s to-do list
Ballpark requirements and state-of-the-art
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FEL Collider Current

Charge per bunch (nC) 0.01 - 0.1 0.1 - 1 0.01 - 0.1

Energy gain (GeV) 0.1 - 10 1000 0.1 - 10

Energy spread (%) 0.1 0.1 0.1

Wall-plug efficiency (%)  < 0.1 - 10 10 < 0.1

Emittance (µm) 0.1 - 1 0.01 ?

Rep. rate (Hz) 101 - 106 104 - 105 10

Avg. beam power (W) 101 - 106 106 10

Continuous run 24/1 - 24/7 24/365 24/1

Parameter stability 0.1% 0.1% 1%

For plasma wakefield accelerators, all energy slices must be 
matched to avoid emittance growth in the plasma ion column

Typically requires matched β* of 0.1 - 10 mm.

Image source: T. Mehrling et al.,  
PRAB 15, 111303 (2012)

longitudinal momentum during the acceleration process.
To compensate for this effect, the normalized transverse
trace-space emittance !n ! ! !pz=mec is introduced, with
!pz, me, and c being the particle averaged longitudinal
momentum, the electron rest mass, and the speed of light,
respectively.

We consider an electron bunch with transverse proper-
ties defined by the emittance ! and the Courant-Snyder
[18] parameters

" ! hx2i
!

; # ! hx02i
!

; $ ! " hxx0i
!

: (2)

The beta function is a measure for the beam size and for the
betatron length, gamma is a measure for the spread in the
particle slopes, and alpha represents the correlation be-
tween x and x0. Combining Eqs. (1) and (2) yields the
relation between these parameters, "# ! 1# $2.

In the following we assume that the bunch propagates
collinear and with a defined temporal offset with respect to
a laser pulse on the laser propagation axis. The laser pulse
with normalized vector potential a0 is focused onto a gas
target, ionizes the gas and simultaneously excites plasma
waves that carry large amplitude wakefields. Experiments
with externally injected electron bunches should be de-
signed such that the laser drives linear (a0 $ 1) or quasi-
linear plasma waves (a0 % 1) to inhibit self-injection of
plasma electrons [19]. The formulation within the scope of
this work describes only this regime and is not valid for the
highly nonlinear or blowout regime. Since a nonlinear
radial dependence of the fields causes emittance growth,
the driving laser pulse must have a ‘‘parabolalike’’ radial
intensity dependence near axis, a2&r' % 1" &r=rs'2, to
guarantee for linearly focusing fields in the quasilinear
regime. A Gaussian envelope of the laser driver,

a2&%; r' ! a20 exp
!
"&%" %l'2

L2

"
exp

!
" 2r2

r2s

"
; (3)

complying with this constraint is assumed, where % !
z" vgt is the comoving variable, vg is the group velocity
of the laser, rs is the laser spot size, and L the length of the
pulse. The longitudinal electric wakefield component for a
resonantly driven plasma wave (L !

###
2

p
=kp) for positions

behind the laser pulse &%" %l'2 ( L2 is then given by [20]

Ez

E0
’

#####
&

2e

r
a20 exp

!
" 2r2

r2s

"
cos)kp&%" %l'*: (4)

Here kp ! !p=c is the plasma wave number, !p is the
plasma frequency, and E0 is the cold nonrelativistic
wave breaking field [21]. Moreover, the radial wakefield
Er " cB' acting on a relativistic, charged particle can be
deduced using Maxwell’s equations and assuming cylin-
drical symmetry. This yields for the transverse fields near
the axis [22],

Er " cB'

E0
’ "K2kpr sin)kp&%" %l'*; (5)

where K !
############
8&=e4

p
a0=&kprs'. For simplicity we will use

kp%l ! & in the following, such that maximum accelerat-
ing field and the zero crossing of the focusing field are
located at % ! 0. The aim in external injection is to place
electron bunches with a length much shorter than the
plasma wavelength and a transverse extent much smaller
than the laser spot size into the phase region of the wake
which is both focusing and accelerating. While being
accelerated, the individual particles perform transverse
betatron oscillations with a betatron frequency of

!2
" ! K2!2

p

#r
sin&kp%'; (6)

where #r is the Lorentz factor. Because of the particle
oscillations, the ellipse with area &!, defined by the
Courant-Snyder parameters [18],

#x2 # 2$xx0 # "x02 ! !; (7)

rotates according to the single-particle trajectories in trace
space, which are given by

x2="m # "mx
02 ! const; (8)

where "m is deduced from the equation of motion,

"m ! !pz

me#r!"
: (9)

Since the betatron frequency [Eq. (6)] is %-dependent and
additionally the electron bunch may have an energy chirp,
the individual longitudinal slices of a finite-length bunch
oscillate at different frequencies which leads to a
%-dependence of the betatron-oscillation phase, and ulti-
mately to complete decoherence during the acceleration
process. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the trace-
space ellipses of longitudinal bunch slices from a PIC
simulation are shown for different z positions. The interval

)!z" 3(z; !z# 3(z*, where (z !
########
hz2i

p
is the rms bunch

FIG. 1. Ellipses representing bunch slices from PIC simulation
C2 (see below) at position z ! "0:03 mm (left) and z !
1:06 mm (right). The gray scale of the ellipse was chosen
according to the ratio of the charge in a slice q and total bunch
charge qb.

T. MEHRLING et al. Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 15, 111303 (2012)

111303-2

case (CM)—beam with matched Courant-Snyder parame-
ters, !CM!z0" # !m, "CM!z0" # "m # 0; (ii) mismatched
case (C1)—beam with matched beta function at focus
!CM!zf;C1" # !m but with mismatched focal position
zf;C1 ! z0 ! "C1!z0" ! 0; (iii) mismatched case (C2)—
beam with mismatched beta function !C2!z0" ! !m but
matched focal position zf;C2 # z0 ! "C2!z0" # 0. For the
matched case (CM), the focal position of the bunch zf;CM,
must be positioned at z0 to satisfy "CM!z0" # 0 in the
matching conditions (10). We analyzed the slope of the
transverse force at the position where the bunch is sup-
posed to be injected and used Eqs. (6) and (9) to find the
matching beta function!m # 0:126 mm. This corresponds
to an rms beam size of 1:97 #m for $n;init # 0:3 #m.

In simulation (C1), the focus is at zf;C1 # $20c=!p ’
$0:33 mm. During the initial vacuum propagation the
Courant-Snyder parameters evolve according to the for-
mulas for their evolution in a free drift, neglecting space-
charge forces [18],

"!z" # zf $ z

!f
; !!z" # !f %

!z$ zf"2
!f

;

%!z" # 1

!f
;

(17)

where !f is the beta function at focus zf. The beta and
gamma functions at z0 in the PIC simulation are !C1;0 #
1:026 mm and %C1;0 # 7:937 mm$1. For case (C2) the
beta and gamma function at z0 are !C2;0 # 0:678 mm,
%C2;0 # 1:476 mm$1. Figure 2 depicts the evolution of
the Courant-Snyder parameters during acceleration for
the three mentioned cases. The evolution of the alpha

parameter shows that bunches in simulations (CM) and
(C2) are focused to position z0 whereas "C1 crosses zero
before z0 and the bunch is defocused at position z0. This is
also indicated by the evolution of the beta parameter. Its
parabola vertices (at focus) for cases (CM) and (C2) are
situated at z0 in contrast to case (C1), for which the vertex
is in front of the plasma rising edge. The gamma function
of (C1) initially equals %CM!z0" while %C2 is not matched.
If matched, the bunch ellipse will not oscillate after injec-
tion and " will remain zero during the acceleration process
as observed for simulation (CM), whereas the alpha pa-
rameters in the cases (C1) and (C2) oscillate around zero.
Owing to relativistic mass gain, the beta function increases
adiabatically and the gamma function decreases accord-
ingly. The ", !, % curves of (C1) and (C2) all approach the
matched case (CM) by the cost of emittance growth during
betatron-phase mixing as can be seen by comparison of
Figs. 2 and 3. We want to emphasize that the emittance in
the matched case (CM) did not grow significantly despite
the fact that the bunch slipped back substantially with
respect to the plasma wave because of the low injection
energy. This is because the phase slippage occurs adiabati-
cally and does not disrupt the matching conditions.
The betatron phase is completely mixed at z & 2:5 mm

and emittance growth is saturated at that position in good
agreement with expectations [confer Eq. (18) below]. The
emittance in the matched case (CM) grows marginally
compared to the nonmatched cases. After exiting the
plasma target and the beam being at a waist (" # 0),
the Courant-Snyder parameters evolve again according
to Eq. (17).
We now compare these numerical results on the emit-

tance evolution with the above derived analytic theory. The
normalized emittance at the plasma exit in the PIC simu-
lation is $n;C1 # 1:360 #m for case (C1) and $n;C2 #
0:830 for case (C2). Using formula (16) we find $n;fin;C1 #
1:371 #m and $n;fin;C2 # 0:835 #m. Thus, the theory
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PIC simulations.
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longitudinal momentum during the acceleration process.
To compensate for this effect, the normalized transverse
trace-space emittance !n ! ! !pz=mec is introduced, with
!pz, me, and c being the particle averaged longitudinal
momentum, the electron rest mass, and the speed of light,
respectively.

We consider an electron bunch with transverse proper-
ties defined by the emittance ! and the Courant-Snyder
[18] parameters

" ! hx2i
!

; # ! hx02i
!

; $ ! " hxx0i
!

: (2)

The beta function is a measure for the beam size and for the
betatron length, gamma is a measure for the spread in the
particle slopes, and alpha represents the correlation be-
tween x and x0. Combining Eqs. (1) and (2) yields the
relation between these parameters, "# ! 1# $2.

In the following we assume that the bunch propagates
collinear and with a defined temporal offset with respect to
a laser pulse on the laser propagation axis. The laser pulse
with normalized vector potential a0 is focused onto a gas
target, ionizes the gas and simultaneously excites plasma
waves that carry large amplitude wakefields. Experiments
with externally injected electron bunches should be de-
signed such that the laser drives linear (a0 $ 1) or quasi-
linear plasma waves (a0 % 1) to inhibit self-injection of
plasma electrons [19]. The formulation within the scope of
this work describes only this regime and is not valid for the
highly nonlinear or blowout regime. Since a nonlinear
radial dependence of the fields causes emittance growth,
the driving laser pulse must have a ‘‘parabolalike’’ radial
intensity dependence near axis, a2&r' % 1" &r=rs'2, to
guarantee for linearly focusing fields in the quasilinear
regime. A Gaussian envelope of the laser driver,

a2&%; r' ! a20 exp
!
"&%" %l'2

L2

"
exp

!
" 2r2

r2s

"
; (3)

complying with this constraint is assumed, where % !
z" vgt is the comoving variable, vg is the group velocity
of the laser, rs is the laser spot size, and L the length of the
pulse. The longitudinal electric wakefield component for a
resonantly driven plasma wave (L !

###
2

p
=kp) for positions

behind the laser pulse &%" %l'2 ( L2 is then given by [20]

Ez

E0
’

#####
&

2e

r
a20 exp

!
" 2r2

r2s

"
cos)kp&%" %l'*: (4)

Here kp ! !p=c is the plasma wave number, !p is the
plasma frequency, and E0 is the cold nonrelativistic
wave breaking field [21]. Moreover, the radial wakefield
Er " cB' acting on a relativistic, charged particle can be
deduced using Maxwell’s equations and assuming cylin-
drical symmetry. This yields for the transverse fields near
the axis [22],

Er " cB'

E0
’ "K2kpr sin)kp&%" %l'*; (5)

where K !
############
8&=e4

p
a0=&kprs'. For simplicity we will use

kp%l ! & in the following, such that maximum accelerat-
ing field and the zero crossing of the focusing field are
located at % ! 0. The aim in external injection is to place
electron bunches with a length much shorter than the
plasma wavelength and a transverse extent much smaller
than the laser spot size into the phase region of the wake
which is both focusing and accelerating. While being
accelerated, the individual particles perform transverse
betatron oscillations with a betatron frequency of

!2
" ! K2!2

p

#r
sin&kp%'; (6)

where #r is the Lorentz factor. Because of the particle
oscillations, the ellipse with area &!, defined by the
Courant-Snyder parameters [18],

#x2 # 2$xx0 # "x02 ! !; (7)

rotates according to the single-particle trajectories in trace
space, which are given by

x2="m # "mx
02 ! const; (8)

where "m is deduced from the equation of motion,

"m ! !pz

me#r!"
: (9)

Since the betatron frequency [Eq. (6)] is %-dependent and
additionally the electron bunch may have an energy chirp,
the individual longitudinal slices of a finite-length bunch
oscillate at different frequencies which leads to a
%-dependence of the betatron-oscillation phase, and ulti-
mately to complete decoherence during the acceleration
process. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the trace-
space ellipses of longitudinal bunch slices from a PIC
simulation are shown for different z positions. The interval

)!z" 3(z; !z# 3(z*, where (z !
########
hz2i

p
is the rms bunch

FIG. 1. Ellipses representing bunch slices from PIC simulation
C2 (see below) at position z ! "0:03 mm (left) and z !
1:06 mm (right). The gray scale of the ellipse was chosen
according to the ratio of the charge in a slice q and total bunch
charge qb.
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case (CM)—beam with matched Courant-Snyder parame-
ters, !CM!z0" # !m, "CM!z0" # "m # 0; (ii) mismatched
case (C1)—beam with matched beta function at focus
!CM!zf;C1" # !m but with mismatched focal position
zf;C1 ! z0 ! "C1!z0" ! 0; (iii) mismatched case (C2)—
beam with mismatched beta function !C2!z0" ! !m but
matched focal position zf;C2 # z0 ! "C2!z0" # 0. For the
matched case (CM), the focal position of the bunch zf;CM,
must be positioned at z0 to satisfy "CM!z0" # 0 in the
matching conditions (10). We analyzed the slope of the
transverse force at the position where the bunch is sup-
posed to be injected and used Eqs. (6) and (9) to find the
matching beta function!m # 0:126 mm. This corresponds
to an rms beam size of 1:97 #m for $n;init # 0:3 #m.

In simulation (C1), the focus is at zf;C1 # $20c=!p ’
$0:33 mm. During the initial vacuum propagation the
Courant-Snyder parameters evolve according to the for-
mulas for their evolution in a free drift, neglecting space-
charge forces [18],

"!z" # zf $ z

!f
; !!z" # !f %

!z$ zf"2
!f

;

%!z" # 1

!f
;

(17)

where !f is the beta function at focus zf. The beta and
gamma functions at z0 in the PIC simulation are !C1;0 #
1:026 mm and %C1;0 # 7:937 mm$1. For case (C2) the
beta and gamma function at z0 are !C2;0 # 0:678 mm,
%C2;0 # 1:476 mm$1. Figure 2 depicts the evolution of
the Courant-Snyder parameters during acceleration for
the three mentioned cases. The evolution of the alpha

parameter shows that bunches in simulations (CM) and
(C2) are focused to position z0 whereas "C1 crosses zero
before z0 and the bunch is defocused at position z0. This is
also indicated by the evolution of the beta parameter. Its
parabola vertices (at focus) for cases (CM) and (C2) are
situated at z0 in contrast to case (C1), for which the vertex
is in front of the plasma rising edge. The gamma function
of (C1) initially equals %CM!z0" while %C2 is not matched.
If matched, the bunch ellipse will not oscillate after injec-
tion and " will remain zero during the acceleration process
as observed for simulation (CM), whereas the alpha pa-
rameters in the cases (C1) and (C2) oscillate around zero.
Owing to relativistic mass gain, the beta function increases
adiabatically and the gamma function decreases accord-
ingly. The ", !, % curves of (C1) and (C2) all approach the
matched case (CM) by the cost of emittance growth during
betatron-phase mixing as can be seen by comparison of
Figs. 2 and 3. We want to emphasize that the emittance in
the matched case (CM) did not grow significantly despite
the fact that the bunch slipped back substantially with
respect to the plasma wave because of the low injection
energy. This is because the phase slippage occurs adiabati-
cally and does not disrupt the matching conditions.
The betatron phase is completely mixed at z & 2:5 mm

and emittance growth is saturated at that position in good
agreement with expectations [confer Eq. (18) below]. The
emittance in the matched case (CM) grows marginally
compared to the nonmatched cases. After exiting the
plasma target and the beam being at a waist (" # 0),
the Courant-Snyder parameters evolve again according
to Eq. (17).
We now compare these numerical results on the emit-

tance evolution with the above derived analytic theory. The
normalized emittance at the plasma exit in the PIC simu-
lation is $n;C1 # 1:360 #m for case (C1) and $n;C2 #
0:830 for case (C2). Using formula (16) we find $n;fin;C1 #
1:371 #m and $n;fin;C2 # 0:835 #m. Thus, the theory
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PIC simulations.
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Matching conditions
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studies underway, no publications yet
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High-power and repetition rate plasma accelerators are emerging
Ballpark requirements and state-of-the-art
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FEL Collider Current

Charge per bunch (nC) 0.01 - 0.1 0.1 - 1 0.01 - 0.1

Energy gain (GeV) 0.1 - 10 1000 0.1 - 10

Energy spread (%) 0.1 0.1 0.1

Wall-plug efficiency (%)  < 0.1 - 10 10 < 0.1

Emittance (µm) 0.1 - 1 0.01 ?

Rep. rate (Hz) 101 - 106 104 - 105 10

Avg. beam power (W) 101 - 106 106 10

Continuous run 24/1 - 24/7 24/365 24/1

Parameter stability 0.1% 0.1% 1%
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Technical challenges / unexplored physics 
- Plasma recovery physics unexplored 
➞ supported rep. rate / time structure 

- Heat deposition into plasma / heat management (~kW / cm)

- Durability of plasma vessels

- Prohibitive numerical demands for self-consistent, 

nanosecond to millisecond, multi-physics plasma simulations


Source:  R. D’Arcy (DESY)

first studies done, R&D in an early stage
R.Zgadzaj et al., Nat. Commun. 11, 4753 (2020)
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Stability is improving, would benefit from dedicated & optimized facility
Ballpark requirements and state-of-the-art
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FEL Collider Current

Charge per bunch (nC) 0.01 - 0.1 0.1 - 1 0.01 - 0.1

Energy gain (GeV) 0.1 - 10 1000 0.1 - 10

Energy spread (%) 0.1 0.1 0.1

Wall-plug efficiency (%)  < 0.1 - 10 10 < 0.1

Emittance (µm) 0.1 - 1 0.01 ?

Rep. rate (Hz) 101 - 106 104 - 105 10

Avg. beam power (W) 101 - 106 106 10

Continuous run 24/1 - 24/7 24/365 24/1

Parameter stability 0.1% 0.1% 1%
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Stability is improving 
- all sub-systems factor in: RF stability, power supply stability, … 
➞ affects incoming bunch stability + plasma stability 
➞ benefits from dedicated facility (enable full access to everything) 

- plasma acceleration stability control 
➞ needs the right beam controls and diagnostics

Image credit: C.A. Lindstrøm et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 126, 014801 (2021) 
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Stability is improving, would benefit from dedicated & optimized facility
Ballpark requirements and state-of-the-art
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FEL Collider Current

Charge per bunch (nC) 0.01 - 0.1 0.1 - 1 0.01 - 0.1

Energy gain (GeV) 0.1 - 10 1000 0.1 - 10

Energy spread (%) 0.1 0.1 0.1

Wall-plug efficiency (%)  < 0.1 - 10 10 < 0.1

Emittance (µm) 0.1 - 1 0.01 ?

Rep. rate (Hz) 101 - 106 104 - 105 10

Avg. beam power (W) 101 - 106 106 10

Continuous run 24/1 - 24/7 24/365 24/1

Parameter stability 0.1% 0.1% 1%

Head-to-tail centroid offsets can seed 
collective beam-instabilities in plasma

Tilt-curvature 2D scan
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D. H. Whittum et al., 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 991 (1991)
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Beam-plasma stability management requires special beam controls 
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Tilt-curvature 2D scan
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Head-to-tail centroid offsets can seed 
collective beam-instabilities in plasma

Tilt-curvature 2D scan
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D. H. Whittum et al., 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 991 (1991)

Requires beam-controls and diagnostics on top of the “standard”.
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Collider is the ultimate challenge, requires specific solutions
Ballpark requirements and state-of-the-art
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FEL Collider Current

Charge per bunch (nC) 0.01 - 0.1 0.1 - 1 0.01 - 0.1

Energy gain (GeV) 0.1 - 10 1000 0.1 - 10

Energy spread (%) 0.1 0.1 0.1

Wall-plug efficiency (%)  < 0.1 - 10 10 < 0.1

Emittance (µm) 0.1 - 1 0.01 ?

Rep. rate (Hz) 101 - 106 104 - 105 10

Avg. beam power (W) 101 - 106 106 10

Continuous run 24/1 - 24/7 24/365 24/1

Parameter stability 0.1% 0.1% 1%

Well on track to realize first FEL-quality 
demonstrator stage (all parameters simultaneously)

Needs solutions specifically developed 
for particle colliders 

- highest energy: staging of plasma modules 
- lowest emittance: precision beam and plasma control 
- efficiency: high wall-plug efficiency (energy recovery?) 
- rep. rate and avg. power: kW/cm thermal plasma management 
- positron acceleration with exquisite quality 
- beam polarization maintenance 
- computing capabilities for full start-to-end optimization

Needs a coordinated worldwide effort 
and funding 

➞ for a self-consistent collider design 
➞ to demonstrate viability of technical concepts
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Staging plasma modules for access to the energy frontier
Serialization of stages comes with challenges
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Review article: Lindstrøm, Phys. Rev. Accel. Beams 24, 014801 (2021)

Source: Lindstrøm, PRAB 24, 014801 (2021)

Source: Lindstrøm, PRAB 24, 014801 (2021)

Main motivation: 
Reaching higher energy than is available in a single stage (limited by driver energy). 

Challenges: 

> In- and out-coupling of drivers (kickers too slow — use energy separation in a dipole).

> Synchronization of drivers (at fs-scale, for injecting at the correct phase).

> Isochronicity (R56) cancellation/control (for correct beam loading).

> Emittance preservation between stages:


- Matching of beta function for all energies (chromaticity due to high divergence).

- Transverse misalignments (stages must be aligned at the nm–µm scale).

- Dispersion cancellation (from in- and out-coupling dipoles).

- Coulomb scattering (large beta functions between stages—differential pumping required).


> Driver distribution scheme (from one linac/ring to all stages with correct delay).

> CSR management in beam handling.

> Compactness (combined setup must retain a high (GV/m) average accelerating gradient)


A programmatic attempt to demonstrate staging  
of beam-driven plasma accelerator modules does not exist.

Source: Pei et al., Proc. PAC’09, p. 2682 (2009)
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Plasmas for mid-term particle physics applications
AWAKE scheme enables high-energy experiments
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Opportunity to use high-energy proton bunches:

• SPS 400 GeV, 19 kJ SPS

• LHC 7TeV, 120 kJ LHC

to drive GeV/m accelerating gradients 
in a single, long plasma for acceleration of electrons Caldwell, PoP 18, 13101 (2011)

~TeV in km ⬄ ~GeV/m

NB: 
100pC 
6.24x108e- 

4TeV/e- 

400J

Caldwell, PoP 18, 13101 (2011)

Requirements on emittance are moderate for fixed target and e/p collider experiments 
Scalable AWAKE technology could be application-ready in 10 year-time frame

AWAKE, Nature 561, 363 (2018)

18 MeV to 2 GeV

Develop technology to enable

• high-quality electron beams

• scalable plasma lengths

Caldwell et al., Eur Phys J C 76, 463 (2016)

Wing et al., Phil Trans A Math Phys Eng Sci., 377, 2151 (2019)

Applications (talk by M.Wing) 
Mid-term (~10 years)


• Fixed target experiments, 30 GeV e-

• Search for dark photons


Long-term

• Very High Energy Electron-Proton (VHEEP) collider
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Summary
Scientific goals for the next 5/10 years
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- Beam-driven plasma accelerators are closing in on photon science requirements 
➞ increasing credibility for more complex applications in particle physics 

- Beam-driven plasma accelerators can provide opportunities 
in particle physics in the 10-year time frame 
➞ AWAKE scheme for high-energy, moderate luminosity 
➞ several other applications (see talks this morning)


- Plasma accelerators R&D is on a promising trajectory 
with a lot of momentum 

- To sustain this momentum for collider specific challenges, 
new developments are required 
- technology R&D needs to be intensified

- culture change and worldwide roadmap

- ~5 years goal — consistent plasma-based collider design

- ~10 years goal — dedicated test facility 

for collider relevant plasma accelerator R&D

FEL-like 
parameters

Collider-like 
parameters

Single stage energy + quality 5 years partially

Beam energy spread 5 years 5 years

Beam emittance 5 years partially

Wall-plug efficiency sufficient 
will be improved

partially

Rep. rate / avg. power sufficient 
10 years to kW

partially

Multi-stage energy + quality - no program

Positron stage - partially 
5 years to concept

Beam polarization - no program

Start-to-end simulations done partially


